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Pricing Bank Services 
by EUGENE L. LARKIN, JR. 
Partner, New York Office 
Presented before the Junior Bankers Conference of The Georgia 
Bankers Association, Pine Mountain, Georgia—September 1967 
MY SUBJECT for this morning is one in which bankers from institu-
tions of all sizes are showing constantly increasing interest. And 
for good reason. The costs of furnishing services are continually rising 
and, at the same time, it is becoming increasingly difficult to obtain com-
pensating balances. 
TREND TOWARD CHARGING FOR BANK SERVICES 
Traditional Policy 
In our discussion today, we shall not be directing our principal at-
tention to those services, such as trust services, for which banks have 
historically charged fees. Rather, we shall be primarily concerned with 
those services where related balances are concerned. Until recent years 
these services were generally furnished at no charge. This practice 
was based on the theory that earnings on customers' balances provided 
the bank with adequate compensation. In general, this was true in the 
aggregate. An analysis of the balances and activity in individual cus-
tomers' accounts, however, would undoubtedly have disclosed that some 
accounts were not profitable. This did not concern bankers unduly, how-
ever, so long as the system as a whole produced an over-all net profit. 
In recent years a number of changes have occurred that have re-
quired a reappraisal by the banking community of its traditional policy 
of providing services free in expectation of compensating balances. 
Variety and Volume of Services 
One of these changes is the tremendous increase in both the variety 
and the volume of services provided. A quarter century ago, services to 
customers consisted principally of check clearing and depositor-account 
bookkeeping. The volume of this activity was small, however, in relation 
to today's standards, requiring the services of only a few employees and 
a minimum of costly equipment. Today, the volume of transactions in an 
average account is many times that of twenty-five years ago. 
Not only has the volume of activity increased in services that have 
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always been performed, but banks have been offering a greater variety of 
services. These services were introduced either to gain a competitive 
advantage over the other banks in the community or as devices to in-
crease compensating balances. Check reconcilement services were of-
fered in the hope of attracting new accounts or retaining old accounts 
that might otherwise leave the bank. Lock-box services were provided 
partly for competitive reasons, but perhaps more importantly to obtain 
customers' deposits a day or two earlier, thus increasing average bal-
ances. This latter objective was not always accomplished, however. 
Many corporate treasurers withdrew the additional balances resulting 
from the acceleration of deposits and invested them in income-producing 
assets, such as Treasury bills, or, even more to the dismay of the bank, 
used the additional funds to reduce their bank loans. 
Increase in Costs 
Another factor contributing to the trend toward charging for bank 
services has been the substantial increase in the costs of providing these 
services. Salary and fringe-benefit costs have risen most sharply. Prior 
to World War II, a more than adequate labor supply existed. Because of 
the pleasant atmosphere and desirable working conditions found in most 
banks, a sufficient number of competent individuals could be employed at 
salary levels below those prevailing in industry in general. With the 
unparalleled economic growth since World War II and its consequent 
demand on the labor market, this favorable position held by banks has all 
but disappeared. Today, banks must compete vigorously in the labor 
market and offer salaries competitive with those in other industries in 
order to attract and retain a sufficient number of competent employees. 
The rising costs, coupled with the increase in the volume and variety of 
bank services, have made it impossible for all but a very few wholesale 
banks to continue to offer their services free. 
Decline in Compensating Balances 
Another change in conditions invalidating the theory that earnings 
on balances provide adequate compensation for services furnished is the 
relatively sharp decline in balances. By sharp decline, I do not mean a 
decrease in absolute terms; rather, I mean that demand deposits have 
decreased relatively in terms of other measures of a bank's size, such as 
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total deposits, loans, footings, and volume of service activity. The rela-
tive decline in demand deposits has several contributing causes. Higher 
interest rates have increased the attractiveness of short-term investment 
of excess funds by corporate treasurers. During periods of low interest 
rates there was little temptation for corporate treasurers to invest excess 
funds for extremely short periods of time. In today's high interest rate 
economy, however, we find situations where companies invest funds for 
a week end, buying Treasury bills on Friday and selling on Monday. In 
their quest for funds, banks have compounded the situation by offering 
attractive rates on time deposits and certificates of deposit. They have 
done this with full knowledge of the consequences, but have felt they had 
no other choice. 
Composition of Demand Deposits 
A change in the composition of demand deposits has also been 
partly responsible for the relative decline in the level of such balances. 
Today, the ratio of accounts of individuals to accounts of corporations 
and other businesses is considerably higher than it has been in the past. 
For the most part, individuals maintain balances at all times only slightly 
in excess of the prescribed minimums. Many corporate accounts, on the 
other hand, contain some temporarily unrequired funds, despite what I 
have just said about the fund management employed by some corporate 
treasurers. 
Entry of the Computer 
The factors just mentioned, namely, the increase in volume and va-
riety of bank services, the rising costs of providing these services, and the 
relative decline in compensating balances would in time have compelled 
all banks, other than perhaps a few wholesale banks, to discard the 
theory that earnings on balances will always compensate for bank serv-
ices. An event of quite recent years, however, accelerated realization of 
this fact by bankers. This event was the entry of the computer into 
banking. Bankers were quick to recognize the tremendous value of the 
computer and to adopt it in many areas of bank operations and in ac-
counting. They also began offering computer services to customers in 
such areas as payroll preparation and sales invoicing. It became appar-
ent almost immediately that most customers could not, or did not wish to, 
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maintain balances at the level required to provide adequate compensation 
for these services. Accordingly, most banks offering these services 
established fee schedules. This in turn led bankers to reappraise their 
traditional policy of providing other services solely in exchange for com-
pensating balances. 
Need for Realism 
The need for realism in charging for bank services, whether 
through a fee system, through requiring balances commensurate with 
activity, or through a combination of both, is clearly illustrated by the 
experience of the Southern Hills National Bank of Tulsa. Most of you 
are familiar with the short career of this bank. For those of you who are 
not, however, the bank was formed in the summer of 1963 and, in order 
to stimulate business, offered charter customers the opportunity to open 
demand-deposit accounts on which there would never be levied a service 
charge. Before the end of 1963 the bank had 30,000 accounts and was 
in receivership. 
In my remarks to this point I have not intended to convey the im-
pression that bank managements have been oblivious to the two-pronged 
problem of rising costs of services and a simultaneous shrinkage in com-
pensating balances. On the contrary, they have been well aware of the 
problem. Long before any consideration was given to charging for bank 
services, banks had analyzed the costs of the services and had compared 
them with the earnings generated by the related balances. Where the 
results of these analyses were unfavorable, the officers responsible for 
customer contacts were requested to discuss the matter with their cus-
tomers with a view to obtaining sufficiently increased balances. The 
customer was offered a very limited choice, however: He was requested 
either to increase his average balance or to take his account elsewhere. 
The alternatives were not expressed in such blunt terms, but their mean-
ing was clear. 
As the volume and variety of services increased and as the cost of 
rendering such services rose even more sharply, many bank managements 
realized that the insistence on compensating balances was placing an 
undue hardship on many of its customers, particularly those who were 
thinly capitalized and had difficulty in leaving a substantial portion of 
their total capital in demand-deposit accounts when such capital could 
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more profitably be utilized for working-capital purposes. These custom-
ers were not unwilling to pay for services; at the same time, they could 
not afford to maintain a $100,000 balance for each $2,000 or $3,000 
worth of services received each year. They gladly would have paid the 
$2,000 or $3,000 instead. 
COMPENSATORY BALANCE vs. FEE FOR SERVICE 
As a consequence of this situation, the banks advanced to the next 
logical step; they offered their customers a choice, namely, of maintain-
ing an adequately compensatory balance or of paying for the cost of the 
service. Under this method, the cost of the services rendered is compared 
with the earnings on the balance. If the cost exceeds the earnings, the 
customer's account is charged with the excess. This is the method in 
most common use today. It has, however, in my opinion, a number of 
shortcomings. These shortcomings result not so much from any funda-
mental error in the logic of the system as from the manner in which it is 
applied. In my opinion, in most instances, both the charges made for the 
services and the credits given for the balances are unrealistically low. 
Instead of valuing these services and balances in terms of their inherent 
worth, that is, in terms of their market value, banks have tended to mea-
sure the value of the services and balances in terms of the bank's costs 
and earnings. To compound the situation further, in many cases the 
computation of costs has tended to be on the low side. 
METHODS OF COMPUTING COSTS AND EARNINGS 
In order to appreciate the manner in which the present methods 
could be improved, it would probably be helpful if we were first to con-
sider the methods now in use for computing costs of services and earn-
ings on customers' balances. Then I would hope to convince you of the 
following: 
The manner of calculating the costs of services in many instances 
produces a cost figure that is below true cost. 
The manner of calculating earnings on balances also in many in-
stances produces an unrealistically low figure. 
Charges for services should be based on the value of the services 
rather than on their costs. 
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Although services should be priced at their worth, it is essential 
that accurate and reliable cost information be available, not only be-
cause such cost information is a factor to be considered in measur-
ing worth, but also in order to permit management to answer 
intelligently such questions as: 
(a) Is this service profitable? 
(b) If it is not profitable, would an increase in volume make it 
profitable or merely increase the loss? 
(c) Should customers be encouraged to use this service? 
(d) Should the service be discontinued? 
(e) If the price charged for the service were decreased by, say, 
10%, how much increase in volume would be required to main-
tain the present profit level? 
Before proceeding to a discussion of these points, let us consider the 
manner in which costs are computed. 
Fixed Costs; Variable Costs; Fixed/Variable Costs 
As you know, there are a variety of ways in which costs can be 
classified, and there are a variety of terms used to describe the different 
types of costing systems. We hear such terms as "direct costing," "full 
costing," and "incremental costing." Many of these terms do not have 
precise definitions. What one banker or one industrialist means by the 
term "full costing" may not be the same thing as is meant by another 
banker or another industrialist when he uses the same term. Regardless 
of how costs are classified and what terms are used to describe them, 
however, their nature remains the same. For purposes of our discussion, 
we can consider costs as being fixed, variable, or partly fixed and partly 
variable. Fixed costs, as you know, are those tending to remain constant 
in amount regardless of the level of activity. Variable costs, on the other 
hand, tend to fluctuate in direct proportion to the volume of activity. De-
preciation is used as the classic example of a fixed cost. The level of 
activity is assumed to have no effect on the amount of depreciation. 
Direct salaries are an example of variable costs. The number of book-
keepers in a bank's depositors' ledgers section, for example, should bear 
a direct relation to the number of depositors' accounts and the volume of 
activity in those accounts. Although, over the long term, variable costs 
should vary in direct proportion to volume, normally over the short term 
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they do not. For example, rarely would the number of bookkeepers be 
increased and decreased in response to day-to-day fluctuations in volume 
of activity. Conversely, fixed costs can be influenced by the level of ac-
ticity. For example, a sufficiently large increase in activity may require a 
bank to construct an addition to its building, thus resulting in increased 
depreciation. Nevertheless, despite these exceptions, the classification of 
each type of cost as entirely fixed or entirely variable is usually sufficient 
for most cost calculations. 
Although fixed costs tend to remain constant, and variable costs tend 
to fluctuate with the volume of activity, the exact reverse condition exists 
when we consider costs in terms of each unit processed. If total variable 
costs increase 25% when volume increases 25%, the variable cost per unit 
remains the same. On the other hand, a 25% increase in volume, with no 
change in total fixed costs, will result in a reduction of 20% in fixed 
costs per unit. One of the essential features, therefore, of intelligent cost 
analysis is to know not only the cost per unit processed, but to know also 
the breakdown of the cost per unit into its fixed and variable components. 
Otherwise, no intelligent calculation can be made of the effect that a 
change in volume will have on the cost per unit. For example, knowing 
that the present cost of processing customers' checks is six cents a check 
does not provide enough information to estimate intelligently the effect 
on costs of changes in volume. On the other hand, if it is known that the 
six cents consists of four cents of variable costs and two cents of fixed 
costs, the probable effect of volume changes can be calculated. For ex-
ample, if the volume were to double, total variable cost could be expected 
to double, with unit costs remaining at four cents a check. The doubled 
volume, however, could be expected to reduce the fixed cost per unit from 
two cents to one cent. Total unit costs, therefore, would be reduced from 
six cents to five cents. 
Incremental Cost 
The separate calculations of fixed costs and variable costs per unit 
also permit the calculation of incremental costs. In simplest terms, the 
incremental cost per unit is the variable cost per unit. The incremental 
cost concept is merely another way of viewing the effect on costs of 
changes in volume. It relates the changes in total costs to the changes in 
volume. I can best explain the concept by furnishing an example. In my 
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earlier illustration, we assumed a variable cost per unit of four cents, a 
fixed cost per unit of two cents, and an increase of 100% in volume. We 
computed that the doubling of the volume would have no effect on the 
variable cost per unit, but would reduce the fixed cost per unit from two 
cents to one cent, and accordingly would reduce total costs per unit from 
six cents to five cents. To compute the incremental cost, using these same 
figures, the increase in total costs would be divided by the increase in vol-
ume. Since total fixed costs would remain unchanged, and only variable 
costs would increase in relation to volume, the incremental cost would be 
computed to be four cents a unit. In other words, each unit of increase 
caused a four-cent increase in cost. Instead of stating, as we did in our 
earlier illustration, that the doubling of volume reduced unit costs from 
six cents to five cents, we could say, following the incremental-cost 
theory, that the cost of the additional volume was four cents a unit with 
the base volume remaining at six cents. The incremental-cost concept, 
when properly used, can be a valuable management tool. It relates the 
additional costs to the additional units and thus indicates the amount of 
income that must be received for each additional unit of volume in order 
to break even on the additional volume. Its careless use, however, can 
produce disastrous consequences. There can be a tendency to use the in-
cremental cost as a basis for establishing fees for additional business. 
But a dual-fee schedule is impracticable. A bank cannot for very long 
charge new customers lower fees than are being charged to old custom-
ers. And if the fees to old customers are then reduced, from whom does 
the bank recover its fixed costs? 
With this background discussion of fixed costs, variable costs, and 
incremental costs, let me now mention some of the practices leading some 
banks to use unit costs that are less than true costs. 
COST CALCULATIONS UNREALISTICALLY LOW 
Incremental Costing 
One such practice is the use of incremental costing for all units of 
service. Under this method, fixed costs in their entirety are omitted from 
costs assigned to an activity in computing cost per unit of the activity. 
The argument used to support this practice is that the fixed costs will 
exist regardless of the volume of activity, even if it is at the zero level, 
and accordingly such fixed costs should be excluded in computing cost 
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per unit of volume. This argument overlooks the reality that to be profit-
able a bank's total income must exceed its total costs, including fixed 
costs. Where a bank follows this practice and is at the same time profit-
able, the explanation is that its profits on at least some of its activities are 
sufficiently large to absorb its fixed costs or that it is in the fortuitous po-
sition of having customers who voluntarily maintain balances in excess 
of those required to compensate for services they receive. In simplest 
terms, a pricing structure based wholly on an incremental-cost philosophy 
results in inadequate compensation for services furnished. 
Omission of Overhead Costs 
Another cause of unrealistically low calculations of unit cost is the 
failure to include in the total costs of an activity a proper share of over-
head costs. The extent to which this failure exists varies extensively 
among banks. One bank, for example, may include in the total costs of 
its depositors' ledgers department only the variable costs directly identi-
fiable with the department, such as salaries, fringe benefits, rental of 
equipment, supplies, and similar items. Another bank may include, in 
addition to the items just mentioned, an appropriate portion of the build-
ing depreciation and the costs of electricity, heat, and telephone. Still 
other banks may allocate to their bookkeeping departments and to the 
other departments providing service to customers or producing income 
the costs of overhead departments, such as the personnel department. 
By overhead departments is meant those departments that do not perform 
a service for customers but, rather, exist to provide service to other de-
partments. Some banks, and these can hardly be accused of failing to in-
clude all costs in their unit-cost calculations, allocate to the income-
producing departments and to the departments providing customer serv-
ice their general administrative costs, such as the salaries of the chairman 
of the board and the president. 
PRICING STRUCTURES INADEQUATELY 
COMPENSATORY 
It is evident that any pricing structure based on a cost system omit-
ting elements of cost from the calculation of unit costs is inadequately 
compensatory. The comments made regarding a system that recognizes 
only incremental costs are equally applicable here. 
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As mentioned earlier, many banks charge for services on the basis 
of their computations of the costs of such services, rather than on the 
basis of the value of the services. We have just seen how these costs may 
often be understated. How then can a bank make a profit if it is selling 
its services for less than cost? Part of the answer is that the bank corre-
spondingly under-computes the value of its customers' compensating bal-
ances. For example, it is commonplace for a bank, in computing earnings 
credit on its customers' balances, to deduct from the average balance, not 
only uncollected funds, but also the portion of the balance that must be 
placed in the bank's legal reserve. On the remaining portion of the aver-
age balance the customer is given earnings credit at a rate generally con-
siderably below current money-market rates. Unless very recent changes 
have occurred, this rate country-wide probably averages about 3%, and 
this is not 3% of the total balance, but 3% of the balance remaining after 
it has been reduced by legal reserve requirements. The effective rate on 
average collected funds may be as low as 2 ¼ % . 
Many bankers recognize that both their charges for services and 
their credits for earnings on balances are understated, but defend the 
practice on the grounds that the effects of the understatements tend to 
offset each other. This line of reasoning has validity only so long as de-
positors maintain balances on which the earnings credit approximately 
equals the computed cost of the service. If the balances are at a higher 
level than necessary to cover the computed service costs, the bank has ob-
tained interest-free balances. Conversely, however, if the computed 
service costs exceed the earnings credit, the bank is selling the additional 
services at less than cost. Again, these same bankers make the point that 
if the excess profits on some accounts offset the losses on others, profits 
have not been adversely affected. I find two basic fallacies in this logic. 
In the first place, it is inequitable. The good customers, maintaining 
large balances, should not be taken advantage of to subsidize the bank's 
less profitable accounts. But completely aside from any moral or ethical 
considerations, I find this logic unacceptable from an economic point of 
view. We must acknowledge that a bank's customers are reasonably in-
telligent and can be expected in the future to become more, rather than 
less, sophisticated in financial matters. In time, they will come to realize 
that the prices charged for bank services are bargains and that the credits 
they receive for balances are inadequate. The inevitable result of this 
realization is that customers will cease to maintain compensatory bal-
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ances. Instead, they will invest their funds, earning perhaps 5%, rather 
than the effective 2½% rate for which they would receive credit at the 
bank, and will gladly pay in service charges an amount well below the 
value of the services received. Many corporate treasurers are already 
following this practice. Many more can be expected to take advantage of 
this bargain in the future. This practice of understating both sides of the 
account can be compared to what the less sophisticated child does when 
compelled to share a treat with another child. A n adult presents two 
children with a candy bar and tells them to divide it. The smarter child 
suggests that the other child split the bar and that he, the non-splitter, 
then take his choice of the two pieces. Unless the bar is split perfectly in 
half, the child making the choice can get the larger piece. By underpric-
ing both its services and the customers' balances, a bank has split the 
candy bar unequally. The sophisticated customer will take the larger 
piece; that is, he will invest his balances elsewhere and will purchase the 
bank's services at bargain prices. 
EFFECTIVE SYSTEMS 
There are many well-managed banks that do not follow the prac-
tices I have just criticized. Rather, these banks have effective systems for 
determining realistic costs and price their services accordingly. At the 
same time, they compete effectively for balances by applying fully com-
pensatory rates in computing earnings credits. I would strongly urge all 
banks to adopt similar systems. As I have already mentioned, such a 
system has two principal characteristics, namely: 
Earnings credit is given on balances at a rate comparable to that of-
fered in the money markets for similar types of funds, and 
A schedule of charges for services is established which is realistic in 
relation to true costs. 
Earnings Credit on Balances 
Implementation of such a system is not too formidable a task. Pre-
vailing money-market rates provide the basis for establishing the rate to 
be applied to balances. The rate so established should be applied to aver-
age balances, after deducting uncollected funds. No deductions for legal 
reserve requirements and the like should be made, however. The cost of 
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funds required for legal reserves and similar purposes should be treated 
as part of a bank's costs and not as a deduction to be made against a cus-
tomer's earnings credit. The customer's balance is not similarly reduced 
for interest purposes when he invests in Treasury bills or places his 
funds in a time account at the bank. 
Procedures for Determining True Costs 
The establishment of a schedule of charges for services furnished is 
somewhat more complicated than establishing an earnings credit rate. 
The skills required to do it, however, can ordinarily be found in any 
bank. 
One of the most important steps, if not the most important, in estab-
lishing a schedule of charges is the determination of true costs per unit 
of service furnished. This is accomplished by means of a series of pro-
cedures. Such a typical series might be as follows: 
A l l the bank's costs and expenses are classified by department and, 
in addition, within each department fixed costs are classified sep-
arately from variable costs. Historical costs and expenses can be 
used in making these classifications, but, inasmuch as the purpose is 
to establish rates for the present and the future, it is more usual to 
use budget figures for the current or following year. 
A l l costs and expenses not directly identified with an income-
producing or customer-service department are then allocated to the 
income-producing and customer-service departments. The principal 
income-producing activities of a bank are its lending and investment 
activities. By a customer-service department is meant a department 
furnishing services for which the bank expects to be compensated 
through fees or compensating balances. In making the required 
allocations, various bases must be used and several separate steps are 
called for. For example, the cost of heat and light might be allo-
cated, on the basis of floor space, to all departments, including over-
head departments, such as the personnel department. The costs of 
the personnel department, in turn, might be allocated to the income-
producing and customer-service departments on the basis of the 
number of employees in such departments. As a practical matter, in 
most systems, the costs of overhead departments allocated to income-
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producing and customer-service departments are treated as fixed 
costs by such latter departments, although in some highly refined 
systems the fixed-cost to variable-cost ratio existing in the overhead 
department is carried through in the amounts allocated to the other 
departments. 
After all the bank's costs and expenses have been allocated to the 
income-producing and customer-service departments, costs per units 
of production are computed for the customer-service department. 
No purpose is served by attempting to make unit-cost computations 
in the income-producing departments. In the customer-service 
department, the unit selected for measurement must be one that is 
both representative of the costs incurred and translatable into a 
charge to a customer. In the depositors' bookkeeping department, 
for example, the unit might be each posting required, that is, each 
check and each deposit. In the customer-computer-service depart-
ment, the unit might be fifteen minutes of computer time. After the 
unit has been selected, the total fixed costs and the total variable 
costs allocated to the department are divided by the number of units 
to obtain unit costs. The total number of units is either a historical 
figure, if historical costs are being used, or a budget figure, if budget 
costs are being used. 
The procedures I have just described would be suitable where the 
customer service being costed is a service the bank has previously pro-
vided in the same manner as presently contemplated. Where a new serv-
ice is being introduced or where the methods of performing the service 
are being changed, several additional procedures, such as work measure-
ment, must be followed. We shall not attempt to discuss these now. 
PRICE DETERMINATION 
For Services Performed by Others as Well as by Banks 
Our typical bank has now calculated unit costs for its various cus-
tomer services. What it does next should depend on several factors. If 
the particular service is one not performed exclusively by banks, such as 
customer computer services, it will compare its unit costs with the pre-
vailing rates being charged by others. If these rates are slightly above the 
bank's costs, it will probably price its service at the prevailing rate. If 
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the prevailing rates are substantially above the bank's costs, it may price 
its service below the prevailing rate, in the expectation of increasing its 
profits by gaining additional business. This approach would be particu-
larly attractive if a substantial portion of the bank's costs were fixed and 
its incremental costs correspondingly low. Another possibility is that the 
bank may find that its costs are higher than the prevailing prices for the 
service. It is difficult to state what the bank might do in these circum-
stances. It might discontinue the service. It might undertake a study to 
learn why its costs are so high. On analysis of its costs, it might decide 
that it could make a profit on the service at the prevailing rate if it could 
increase its volume by some calculated percentage. 
For Services Exclusively by Banks 
Let us now consider the other group of customer services, those that 
can be performed only by the customers' bank, such as check clearing and 
depositor-account bookkeeping. These services should be priced at an 
amount that will provide the bank with full reimbursement of its costs 
and a reasonable margin of profit. Obviously, rates being charged by 
competing banks in the community cannot be ignored. At the same time, 
it does not make good economic sense to sell a product below cost merely 
because the competition is doing so. In my opinion, a bank will lose very 
few customers solely as a result of increasing its schedule of charges, 
provided it clearly explains that its level of costs makes the increase nec-
essary. If it couples this explanation with the announcement of the use 
of higher rates in computing earnings credits, the adverse effect on the 
bank's customers may be non-existent. Some of you probably believe 
that no bank would be willing to pioneer higher service charges in a 
community. May I remind you that some bank pioneered the introduc-
tion of service charges in the first place, and that was a vastly more revo-
lutionary step than the one now suggested. 
CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, I should like to repeat that a system making realistic 
charges for services furnished and offering realistic earnings credits on 
balances can be expected to provide proper compensation for the services 
and simultaneously to attract desirable balances. Customers will no 
longer have the opportunity of buying only a bank's loss leaders. 
